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TCJA’s New Regime for Cross-Border Income

 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act created a new system of taxing foreign 
income of U.S. resident individuals and entities in several 
respects:

• Global minimum tax on “GILTI” of controlled foreign corporations 
(CFCs) 

• Significant deduction for U.S. C corporations earning GILTI and 
certain export income (“FDII”)

• Base Erosion & Minimum tax

• New Foreign Tax Credit Baskets and calculations 

 The new rules were designed with U.S. multinational 
corporations in mind and thus may not achieve their intended 
purposes when applied to non-corporate shareholders of CFCs.
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 Tax consequences to an individual U.S. person of holding foreign assets 
through a CFC have changed dramatically as a result of Tax Reform.

Typology of Tax Reform by Entity 
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U.S. 
Citizen

Foreign Corp
(“CFC”)
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Foreign Corp
(“Non-CFC”)

20%

Foreign
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U.S. HoldCo
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Foreign
Disregarded 
Entity (DRE)

Foreign Corp
(“CFC”)



Section 958(b)(4) Repeal and 
Increased Reporting Burden



 Modification to the definition of “United States shareholder” 
under Section 951(b) to refer to 10% ownership by vote or 
value.

 Repeal of the 30-day rule as a pre-condition to inclusion of 
subpart F income. 

 Modifications to the constructive ownership rules under 
Section 958(b)(4).

More Foreign Corporations are now CFC’s
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 Tax Reform introduces “downstream 
attribution” from a foreign person to a 
U.S. person in determining CFC status. 

 Non-corporate 10% U.S. Shareholder of 
the CFC would generally face potential 
income inclusion due to Subpart F and 
GILTI, potential Section 956 issues if 
there is a “U.S. obligation” guaranteed 
by the CFC or other investment in U.S. 
property, as well as enhanced 
reporting requirements.

Repeal of Limitation on Downward Attribution 
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Foreign Corp
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 U.S. shareholders of CFC’s are required to file Form 5471 to 
report their ownership in the CFC and certain information 
about the CFC.

• As a result, any 10% or more U.S. shareholder of a CFC is 
required to complete and file Form 5471.

• But see very limited relief in Notice 2018-13 for certain 
constructive owners and further relief in Rev. Proc. 2019-40 
for certain U.S. shareholders of foreign corporations.  

 $10,000 penalty per year for failure to timely furnish the 
information required to be provided on Form 5471 for each 
foreign corporation.

Increased Compliance Burden
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 Following the TCJA, Form 5471 has been greatly expanded.

 New Schedule I-1, Information for Global Intangible Low-Taxed 
Income.

• Contains details relevant for GILTI calculations for the specific CFC.

 U.S. shareholders must also file new Form 8992 – U.S. Shareholder 
Calculation of Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (GILTI)

• The form is used to provide information that a U.S. shareholder 
needs with respect to each of its CFCs to determine the U.S. 
shareholder’s GILTI inclusion amount. 

• Such as tested income/loss, pro rata share of tested income/loss, 
pro rata share of QBAI, pro rata share of interest expense, etc. for 
each CFC. 

Increased Compliance Burden – Additional Filing 
Requirements
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 The Brady Correction and the 
House’s version of the CARES both 
included attempts to incorporate 
provisions to narrow the scope of 
Section 958(b)(4) repeal. 

 Instead of the repeal, new Section 
951B would be added to apply the 
repeal of Section 958(b)(4) only in 
limited circumstances.

 If such proposal is incorporated in 
the future it generally should 
prevent U.S. Individuals from 
becoming U.S. Shareholders due to 
downward attribution.

 Neither made it into a final Act. 

Section 958(b)(4) and Previous Reform Proposal
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GILTI and Subpart F



Old Rules (pre-2018) New Rules (Post-TCJA)

Taxation of “Subpart F 
income” of a CFC

Current tax at ordinary rates Same

Taxation of non-Subpart F 
income of a CFC

Non-taxed until repatriated, then 
taxed as ordinary income (OI) or 
qualified dividend income (QDI)  

Current tax at ordinary rates on 
“GILTI” portion of income.
Remainder taxed as provided 
under old law.

Treatment of a non-CFC’s 
Income

Not taxed until repatriated; then 
taxed as OI / QDI.

Possible application of PFIC rules.

Same

Treatment of Foreign 
Check-the-box

Taxed currently at ordinary rates, 
subject to a foreign tax credit

Same, except foreign taxes 
attributable to “branch” income 
are allocated to a separate Sec. 
904 basket

Sale of a Stock in a Foreign 
Corporation

Capital gain, except that Section 
1248, in case of CFC, may treat 
gain as a deemed dividend that is 
OI / QDI

Same

Tax Reform Impact’s on Non-Corporate U.S. Shareholders –
Comparison of Old Law vs. Current Law
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 Status quo of current law is generally maintained.  Other than 
limited exception for dividends paid by certain “inverted 
companies,” qualified dividend income (QDI) rules allowing 
for long-term capital gains treatment remain unchanged.

 PFIC rules remain unchanged by the TCJA, except for revisions 
to the “active insurance” exception.

 Note – participation exemption of Section 245A does not 
apply to foreign corporation dividends unless received by a 
10% domestic C corporate shareholder.

Ownership of a non-CFC Foreign Corporation
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 Individuals and other non-corporate United States 
shareholders of CFCs continue to be subject to the existing 
subpart F rules, including Section 956, Section 1248 and 
ordinary income treatment of “subpart F income.”

 Individuals are not eligible for the participation exemption 
under Section 245A or for the Section 956 relief .

 However, U.S. shareholders of CFCs are also subject to the 
new minimum tax on “global intangible low-taxed income” or 
GILTI on a current basis.  

Ownership of a Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC)
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 Each of the above CFCs income is likely not subpart F income, but would 
constitute GILTI to the extent it exceeds the “net deemed tangible income 
return.”

 GILTI is currently taxable to U.S. Shareholder as earned by each CFC, regardless 
whether cash is distributed to the US Shareholder.

Types of Income That May Be Considered GILTI
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U.S. 
Shareholder

CFC-2

100%

CFC-3

100%

CFC-1

100%

Manufactures Inventory for
Sale to Unrelated Parties

Provides Services To Third Parties in 
Country of Organization 

Sells Property Used in an Active 
Business to an Unrelated Person



 Like income earned from a partnership or check-the-box 
entity, GILTI is subject to current taxation to U.S. Shareholder 
at ordinary rates as earned by the entity.

 However, U.S. shareholder may be worse off than in case of 
flow-through taxation because:

• Generally, no foreign tax credit is available to the individual 
shareholder for taxes imposed on the CFC (but consider 
application of Section 962)

• No flow-through of losses or carryforward of losses is available 

• No flow-through of capital gain character of income 
recognized by the CFC is available (i.e., all GILTI is ordinary 
income)

GILTI is a Modified (and Disadvantaged) Version of Flow-
through Taxation
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Section 951A adds GILTI as a new form of income included 
under Subpart F mechanics

 Each United States shareholder includes its pro rata share of 
GILTI, defined as the pro rata share of the aggregate “net 
tested income” of CFCs in excess of the “net deemed 
tangible asset return.”

 Unlike subpart F, which is limited to certain categories of 
income, GILTI applies to essentially of all of a CFC’s income in 
excess of certain formula-based thresholds. 

What is GILTI?
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 Net tested income equals all gross income of the CFC, minus allocable 
expenses (including taxes), excluding the following:  

(1) income taken into account in determining subpart F income; 

(2) effectively connected income; 

(3) income excluded from subpart F solely by the high-taxed exception; 

(4) dividends received from a related person; and 

(5) foreign oil & gas extraction income. 

 Gross income and allocable expenses are taxable income and allowable 
deductions calculated as though the CFC is a domestic corporation.

• NOL carryovers are not taken into account.

GILTI – Net Tested Income
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 The net deemed tangible income return equals 10% of the CFC’s 
qualified business asset investment (“QBAI”), minus the amount of 
the CFC’s net interest expense allocated to reduce tested income.

 QBAI equals the adjusted bases of tangible property of the CFC that 
is used in a trade or business in the production of gross tested 
income and subject to an allowance for depreciation.

• Tested Loss CFC has no QBAI.

• If an asset produces both tested income and non-tested income, 
QBAI is determined by allocating basis between the two uses of the 
property.

 Disregard property acquired by CFC with principal purpose of 
increasing QBAI and disregard disqualified basis created as a result 
of certain related-party transfers during disqualified period. 

GILTI – QBAI 
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 CFC’s Net Tested Income, after allocation of expenses, including taxes, 
equals $65.

 CFC’s QBAI equals $200.  CFC’s net deemed tangible income return 
(assuming no CFC-level debt) is $20.

 U.S. Shareholder’s GILTI inclusion is $45.  U.S. shareholder owes $16.65 of 
Fed tax ($45 @ 37% rate) (absent Sec. 962 election).

Example of a GILTI Calculation – High QBAI
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CFC
(Manufacturer)

Assets (Tax Basis) – PP&E      $200 
Inventory $30
Patent      $50 

Net Income $80
Foreign Tax <$15>

E&P $65 

U.S. 
Shareholder

Assume CFC Earns Solely Non-Subpart F 
Income

100%

U.S. Shareholder Owns Only One CFC 



 CFC’s Net Tested Income, after allocation of expenses, including taxes, equals $65.

 CFC’s QBAI equals $20.  CFC’s net deemed tangible income return (assuming no 
CFC-level debt) is $2.

 US Shareholder’s GILTI inclusion is $63.  US shareholder owes $23.31 of Fed tax 
($63 @ 37% rate) (absent Sec. 962 election).

Example of a GILTI Calculation – Low QBAI
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CFC
(Service 

Business)

Assets (Tax Basis) – Office equipment $20 
A/R                       $30

Net Income $80
Foreign Tax <$15>

E&P $65

U.S.
Shareholder

Assume CFC Earns Solely Non-Subpart F 
Income

100%

U.S. Shareholder Owns Only One CFC 



Application of GILTI to a C Corp Shareholder
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 The GILTI rules produce results that are much less harsh in 
the context of a U.S. C corporation shareholder due to three 
considerations:

• Lowering of U.S. corporate rate from 35% to 21%

• 50% deduction (for years through 2025) for GILTI recognized 
by a U.S. C Corporation.  See IRC Section 250(a).

• Indirect foreign tax credit for taxes imposed on GILTI under 
Section 960(d). 



 An indirect credit is allowed for the foreign taxes imposed on 
the GILTI of a U.S. C Corporation’s CFCs.  This follows the old 
indirect credit rules with important modifications:

• FTC is haircut by 20% of the total foreign taxes imposed on 
the GILTI (i.e., only 80% of taxes are allowed as an FTC).

• Old pooling rules of Section 902 are replaced by single year 
credit

• GILTI is a separate basket for Section 904(d) purposes

• No FTC carryover / carryback is permitted.

GILTI Foreign Tax Credit Rules (new Section 960(d))
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 U.S. Shareholder’s GILTI inclusion is $78 (including Section 78 gross-up).  
U.S. Shareholder receives a 50% deduction for the $78 of GILTI or <$39>.

 U.S. Shareholder pays $8.19 of pre-credit U.S. tax on $39 of net GILTI.  ($39 x 
21%).  U.S. Shareholder is allowed an FTC of $11.63 (i.e., 80% * $15 of taxes * 
97% inclusion percentage).

 Corporate U.S. Shareholder pays no after credit U.S. tax on GILTI.

For Comparison – Example of GILTI for a C 
Corporation
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CFC
(Service Business)

Assets (Tax Basis) – Office equipment $20 
A/R                       $30

Net Income $80
Foreign Tax <$15>

E&P $65

Assume CFC Earns Solely Non-Subpart F Income

100%

U.S. Shareholder Owns Only One CFC
For simplicity Assume U.S. Shareholder Has no 
Other Activities and no Allocable Expenses under 
Section 861 to GILTI 

U.S.
C Corporation



 Final Regulations impose the aggregate approach and therefore 
domestic partnerships and S-corporations are not U.S. 
shareholders of CFC for GILTI purposes.

 Each partner that is a U.S. shareholder of CFC owned through a 
partnership is treated as owning proportionally the stock in each 
such CFC owned by the partnership and computes its GILTI 
inclusion by taking into account its proportionate share of the 
partnership’s pro rata share of each of the relevant items of such 
CFC.

 Partners that are not U.S. shareholders of the underlying CFC’s will 
have no GILTI inclusion. 

 Regs apply retroactively to tax year 2018.  The proposed 
regulations differed in that they contained a hybrid approach. 

Application of GILTI to Ownership Through 
Partnership
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Assets (Tax Basis) –
Office equipment $20 

Net Income $80
Foreign Tax <$15>
E&P $65

 CFC’s Net Tested Income, after allocation 
of expenses (including taxes) equals $65.

 CFC’s QBAI equals $20.  CFC’s net deemed 
tangible income return (assuming no CFC-
level debt) is $2.

 U.S. Shareholder 2 is not  U.S. shareholder 
of a CFC and so has $0 GILTI inclusion.

 US Shareholder 1 is allocated its share of 
Net Tested Income ($62) and its share of 
QBAI ($19), and able to make its own GILTI 
inclusion calculation.  Assuming no other 
CFCs, its GILTI inclusion is $60 ($62-$1.9)

Example of a GILTI Calculation – Partnership
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CFC
(Service 

Business)

U.S.
Shareholder 

1

Assume CFC Earns Solely Non-Subpart F Income

100%

U.S. Partnership

95%

U.S.
Shareholder 

2

5%



 “Tested loss” of CFC is disregarded for computing the E&P 
limitation for subpart F purposes. 

 The application of the E&P limitation and the related 
recapture rules is disregarded for determining whether the 
purposes of calculating tested income.

• Subpart F income excluded by E&P limitation in year earned 
still excluded from tested income as having been taking into 
account in determining subpart F income. 

• E&P recaptured in a future year as subpart F income is 
nevertheless included in tested income for GILTI calculation 
purposes. 

 E&P limitation applies first (i.e. before high-taxed exception)

GILTI and Subpart F overlap: E&P Limitation
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 The foreign oil related income is 
counted toward E&P limitation since 
excluded from tested income/loss 
calculation.

 In Year 1: $100 subpart F is excluded 
by E&P limitation, so $0 subpart F 
income.  Also, excluded from tested 
income calculation as subpart F 
income, so $0 tested income.

 In Year 2: Recapture rule results in 
$100 subpart F income.  Also, $100 
counts toward tested income.

Example of GILTI and Subpart F Calculation – E&P 
Limitation
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CFC

U.S. Person

Year 1

CFC

U.S. Person

Year 2

$100 FBC Income
<$100> Foreign Oil

Related Income
$0 E&P

$100 Tested Income
$100 E&P



 Treatment as Subpart F Income.  Except as otherwise 
provided in regulations, GILTI is generally treated as subpart 
F income for other purposes of the Code, including Sections 
959, 961, 962 and 1411.

 Effective Date.  GILTI applies to taxable years of CFCs 
beginning after Dec. 31, 2017. 

GILTI – Other Provisions
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Introduction

• Activities of multinational individuals (and their closely-held 
business entities) have largely adapted to TCJA modifications
–Domestic incorporation of multinational activities is incentivized, 

with prior deferral opportunity from foreign incorporation largely 
removed for non-CFCs

•Makes classification of a foreign corporate entity as a CFC or 
non-CFC even more critical – as GILTI only applies where U.S. 
shareholder/CFC requirements met!

–For non-CFCs, deferral opportunities remain – but PFIC 
consequences (where applicable) make “deferral” 
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United States Taxpayers –
Taxation of Foreign Transactions

• Activities of foreign corporations (including foreign 
subsidiaries) have historically been exempt from U.S. tax, 
subject to exceptions
–System incentivized income-shifting efforts in order to delay U.S. 

tax imposition
•Could hope for a repatriation holiday which allowed funds to 
come back for a reduced tax rate

•Historically, the primary exception has been Subpart F, though 
others – like the passive foreign investment company rules –
also existed

–Under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, there is a shift in the tax of 
foreign subsidiary distributions, but an increase in anti-deferral 
mechanisms
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Foreign Entities – Entity Classification

• Foreign-domiciled entities generally are able to elect their 
classification for United States tax purposes
–EXCEPTION: Per-se corporations (as listed in the Regulations)

•Per-se corporations automatically classified as corporate for 
U.S. tax purposes

•Entity list: Regs. Sec. 301.7701-2(b)(8)

–Default rules for classification exist: hinge on the limited liability of 
owners/members

•If limited liability for all stakeholders – association taxable as a 
corporation

•If no limited liability for at least one stakeholder – partnership if 
multiple members, disregarded entity if one
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Foreign Entities – Entity Classification

• Elections out of default rules are available - can elect to be a 
partnership, corporation, or disregarded entity

• Election made on Form 8832 – initial election required within 75 
days of entity becoming “relevant”

• A foreign entity becomes “relevant” when its classification 
affects the liability of any person for federal tax or information 
purposes

• Classification relevant where (1) tax return filing requirement 
exists or where (2) stakeholder has an information filing 
requirement based on entity ownership
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United States Entities –
Passive Foreign Investment Companies

Passive foreign investment company (“PFIC”) is a foreign 
corporation where either:

–75% or more of the gross income of such corporation for the 
taxable year is passive income, or

–The average percentage of assets held by such corporation during 
the taxable year which produce passive income or which are held 
for the production of passive income is at least 50%

Passive income for these purposes is any income which is of a kind 
which would be foreign personal holding company income 
–Unlike with Subpart F, no minimum ownership requirements exist 

for rules to apply
•Where a foreign corporation meets classification 
requirements to be a CFC and a PFIC, only the CFC rules 
apply!
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United States Entities –
Passive Foreign Investment Companies

What is considered passive income?
• Though rents and royalties fall within the scope of FPHCI, an 

exception exists for active rents and royalties

• Active rents and royalties – rents and royalties received in the 
active conduct of a trade or business

• Rents example: real property produces active rents for a 
lessor if the lessor (through its officers or staff of employees) 
regularly performs active and substantial management and 
operational functions

• Royalties example: property produces active royalties if the 
licensor (through its officers or staff of employees) has 
developed, created, or produced it
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United States Entities –
Passive Foreign Investment Companies

Obligations generally arise where a United States person owns 
interests in a foreign corporation which primarily makes passive 
investments

• No threshold ownership requirement for application of PFIC rules 
– unlike with other Code provisions (i.e. Subpart F)

• Companies focused on active operations usually thus are not 
PFICs
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United States Entities –
Passive Foreign Investment Companies

Specific examples: what is considered a PFIC?

• Foreign mutual funds are normally classified as PFICs

• Funds are usually classified as corporations, and 
make investments which generate passive income

• Fund’s assets are held for the production of 
passive income

• Holdings – stocks create dividend income, and 
gains from them are also FPHCI
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United States Entities –
Passive Foreign Investment Companies

• Specific determinations – how do you start?
–Ascertain the type of interest at issue – is it in a foreign entity likely 

classified as a corporation?

•If not, will not be subject to PFIC regime

•If an interest in a foreign corporation, looks to its activities

– Is it generating passive income?

•Financial statements can be helpful if available

•Need to evaluate the company’s gross income

–Difficulties can arise with certain types of activities

•i.e. companies with real estate interests

–Macro-level – where asset is not clearly a PFIC on its face (i.e. 
with a foreign mutual fund), often will need to do some digging
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United States Entities –
Passive Foreign Investment Companies

• Three options for taxation
–Default rules under Sec. 1291

•Punitive ramifications – subject to interest charges and tax at the 
highest applicable rates (with no differentiation for ordinary vs. 
capital income)

•Tax imposed once a disposition or “excess distribution” occur
–Qualified electing fund rules under Secs. 1293/1295

•Taxed similarly to a domestic holding; however, only available 
where foreign corporation provides a PFIC Annual Information 
Statement

–Mark-to-market rules under Sec. 1296
•Recognition of ordinary/capital income annually (and 
separately), but must be marketable stock!
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Foreign Corporations – Sec. 962

• Section 962
–Pre-TCJA provision which permits individuals to elect to be taxed 

as domestic corporations for purposes of Sec. 951(a)
•Election creates a fictitious corporation inserted between the 
foreign corporation and its individual U.S. shareholder

•Sec. 962 permits an individual to take foreign tax credits on 
covered income – Subpart F and GILTI income is what’s 
covered

–Biggest detriment – on actual distribution, a second level of tax is 
imposed (Sec. 959 turned off under Sec. 962(d))
•Individual pays tax (typically at ordinary income rates) on the 
amount exceeding the portion on which tax was already paid via 
Sec. 962
–Has historically led to election being a detrimental result
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Domestic Corporations - FDII

Foreign-Derived Intangible Income (“FDII”)
– A deduction is allowed to domestic corporations in an amount equal 

to 37.5% of the FDII of the domestic corporation for the tax year
•Deduction ONLY available to C-corporations!

– FDII equals deemed intangible income multiplied by a fraction: 
foreign-derived deduction eligible income over deduction eligible 
income.
•FDII is the portion of intangible income derived from serving foreign 
markets; like GILTI, it assumes a 10% rate of return on tangible 
assets
–FDII concept offers a special reduced effective tax rate on 
income from US-held intangibles; concept does not explicitly look 
at intangibles but assumes a fixed rate of return on business 
assets with the balance of income being from intangibles
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Structuring Foreign Operations

• Significant revisions under the TCJA to how domestic 
corporations are taxed has led to reassessment of how foreign 
activities should be structured
–Critically, one of the most universally impactful provisions of the 

TCJA – the reduction in corporate tax rates to 21% - can 
incentivize the use of corporations generally

•Incentives are more dramatic where entities have foreign 
operations, based on GILTI/FDII provisions

–Determinations inherently fact-specific; however, the calculus has 
been shifted by the TCJA’s implementation
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Structuring Foreign Operations

• Incorporating foreign activities has become significantly more 
appealing, irrespective of whether foreign activities are 
separately incorporated in a foreign jurisdiction
–Where foreign activities are not conducted through a foreign 

subsidiary, the 37.5% FDII deduction results in an (immediate) 
federal tax rate of 13.125%

•Second level of tax applicable on dividend payment to 
corporation’s shareholders, but this can be delayed

–Permits greater reinvestment of earnings into corporate 
activities
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Structuring Foreign Operations

• Incorporating foreign activities has become significantly more 
appealing, irrespective of whether foreign activities are 
separately incorporated in a foreign jurisdiction
–If foreign activities are separately incorporated, GILTI taxed at 

much lower rates for corporate shareholders

•Even where GILTI inapplicable, Sec. 245A permits repatriation 
tax-free (by the U.S.) to a >10% domestic corporation SH

–Caveat – corporate preference in the foreign context most 
considerable where U.S. shareholders owns >10% interest

•PFIC rules applicable, and unaltered by TCJA  changes
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Structuring Foreign Operations

• Whether to separately incorporate overseas will depend both 
on domestic and foreign factors
–Under GILTI, prior ability to defer U.S. tax on (active) foreign 

income is often removed (depending on level of tangible business 
assets)
•For IP-intensive foreign companies, GILTI severely limits 
deferral opportunity

–Where foreign activities undertaken without a foreign corporation 
(i.e. foreign branch operations or operations via a foreign 
flowthrough), FDII benefits available (if activities undertaken by a 
domestic corporation)
•For non-incorporated foreign activities, all ability to defer tax is 
already removed – domestic corporation taxable on its 
worldwide earnings
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Structuring Foreign Operations

• Whether to separately incorporate overseas will depend both 
on domestic and foreign factors
–Foreign factors also impact optimal approach 

•Is a foreign entity required in the relevant jurisdiction? Is a 
certain type of entity required for specific activities?

–Foreign entities can normally be independently classified for 
United States purposes, but exceptions apply (i.e. per se 
corporations) 

–Foreign tax factors also are a vital consideration – which structure 
works best from a foreign tax perspective?  Does it matter?
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